
⇜Key Stage 2 7 8 9 Key Stage 4 ⇝

Autumn Spring Summer Autumn Spring Summer Autumn Spring Summer

Understanding the 
basics of Spanish

My hobbies and 
socialising

My life as a student Family and Friends Home and Town Media and technology
Holidays at home and 

abroad
The world of work Visiting Spain

Core
Knowledge

● Core Language Skills 2 week 
course

● Focus on Phonics and speaking
● The basics of the language

● Using and understanding key 
classroom language to 

communicate
● Using TENER in various situations

● Saying where things are using 
ESTAR

● Saying what there is around you 
and describing it

● Using VIVIR
● Understanding “El Día de los 

Muertos” through film study of 
“Coco”. 

● Understanding Christmas + New 
Year celebrations in Spain.

● Making and responding 
to New Year’s 
Resolutions 

● Discussing your 
hobbies and interests

● Linking weather and 
activities to express 

weekend plans
● Saying what you did 

yesterday (intro to the 
preterite)

● Making arrangements 
with other people

● Telling the time to make 
invitations with others

● Discussing animals and pets
● Describing yourself and others 

in your class/family 
(looks/personality)

● Talking about your school life 
and the subjects you’re studying

● Describing your school and your 
timetable

● Saying what there is/isn’t in your 
school and express opinions 

about what you like or don’t like 
and what you’d change

● Discussing education/what 
school is like in Hispanic 

countries- developing 
understanding of latin American 

countries
● Using key language to do with 

food and drink (discussing 
breakfast, break + lunch at 

school)

● Discuss extended family 
members

● Describe how you used to 
be like- using imperfect 

tense
● Use key 3rd person verbs 

to do with personality and 
looks

● Relationships with others- 
getting along/arguing

● Give information about 
pocket money.

● Describing what I do in the 
evenings/weekends at 

home 
● How I help my parents – 

chores 
● Telling the time

● My daily routine- a school 
day vs weekend

● Talking about where I live and describing 
my local area using key verbs in the 

3rd person
● Further develop the conditional tense 

to say what I’d change about my 
local area

● Discuss my house using key 
vocabulary and say what I like/don’t 

like about it.
● Learn about houses in Spain and 

make comparisons with my own
● Use key verbs in 2 time frames to 

discuss how I help the environment – 
what I do vs what I 

would/could/should do
● Find my way around a large city and 

be able to ask for help/directions
● Ordering food/drink in a restaurant in 

town

● Use key verb forms in a range of 
tenses to say what I am interested in 

(me chifla/mola etc)
● Discussing my mobile phone and 

technology
● Discussing TV and cinema and giving 

preferences on both
● Recognise genres of Music and give 

opinions on preferences 
● Discuss reading habits and compare 

those to young people in the 
UK/Spain

● Saying what I wear at the weekends 
and buying clothes 

● Learning about festivals and traditions 
in Spain/Mexico - La Tomatina/San 

Fermín
● El sueño de Iván film study

● Embed “Tense-Hopping” among the 3 
time frames to say where you go on 

holiday/where you went/where you will 
go

● Using future tense to say where you 
will go

● Learn and use vocabulary for countries 
around the world (using “ir + a)

● Discuss a range of holiday activities 
and give opinions on holiday 

preferences
● Ask and answer key questions relating 

to holiday plans and preferences
● Understanding the hispanic World – 

Spanish beyond Spain and where 
people spend their holidays 

● Understanding why to 
continue studying languages

● Using opinions to discuss the 
world of work

● Describing jobs people do and 
giving opinions

● Using the future tense to say 
what you want to do/be when 
you’re older and give complex 

reasons why
● Use the future tense to say 

how I will stay fit/active when I 
am older

● Giving opinions on healthy 
lifestyles and choices

● Discussing food and 
mealtimes from around the 

world

● Making and participating in 
conversations on key topics- 
Using polite/impolite forms
● - buying tickets 

(train/cinema/concert)
● - understanding 

advertisements in 
magazines/newspapers/on 

radio
● - ordering food, saying if 

there’s a problem
● - finding the way

● - booking accommodation
● - hiring 

● - At the doctor/pharmacy
● - Buying clothes 
● - At the market 

●  Books for Primary Schools 
Project

Concepts

Key idea will centre around challenging 
stereotypes of Spanish people and the 

country. What do students already believe 
about Spanish people? Where have they 

learned this?

Students will be taught cognates 
and to look for links to English 

and/or Latin words which they are 
already familiar with. Teachers 
can then explain the “family” of 
romance languages and why 

they’re so similar; for example.

By this 3rd term, we really what to be 
getting students to appreciate and 

understand that not everything is done in 
English! We need to explore the notion of 
how language has evolved and how it’s 
“owned” by those who speak and use it, 

this is how words get added to the lexicon 
and the concept of “slang” etc. 

Learning a foreign language is to discover 
that your own language is not the innate 

language of universal thought; it is an 
arbitrary and local system of conventional 

noises and symbols.

Proverbs play a key role in Hispanic language and culture. 
In his 1885 book titled “Andalucia, Ronda and Granada, 
Murcia, Valencia, and Catalonia; the portions best suited 

for the invalid,“ author Richard Ford notes:
The constant use of the refrain (proverb) gives the 

Spaniard his sententious and dogmatical admixture of 
humor, truism, twaddle, and commonsense. A proverb 
well introduced is as decisive of an argument in Spain 

as a bet is in England.
Although this still holds true in the 21st century, sometimes, 
the grammar and word choice is often quite formal. These 

sayings might trigger a “say what?” reaction in anyone 
studying modern, colloquial Spanish, but they provide an 
amusing vehicle for expanding your Spanish vocabulary.
Learning Spanish proverbs can also help you discover 

lesser known words.

● Draw students’ attention to 
languages in business and the 

world of work in the UK- potential 
for discussion linked to Brexit and 
the economic implications of (not) 
being able to communicate with 

people in another language. Draw 
comparisons with German in 

business, for example. 

● Spanish for holidays in Spain- is it 
important to British people to 

speak the language of the country 
they holiday in?

Emphasis of the idea that learning a language is a 
normal part of mainstream life across the world. 

Encouraging our students not taking GCSE 
Spanish to learn French or Italian (through it’s 

similarities to Spanish) using apps such as 
Duolingo is one way to show them that this is an 
experience shared with many millions of learners 

for business and for pleasure. 

Similarly, raising the profile of multilingual EAL 
learners and recognising how speaking more than 
one language is the norm just about everywhere in 

the world might dispel myths perpetuated in our 
own culture

Cultural 
Enrichment

● Challenging stereotypes of Spanish 
people and developing students’ 
awareness of Hispanic countries

● European Day of Languages – create a 
colour poem or design a languages 

praise postcard competition
● Introduce idea of hispanic countries- 

those that speak Spanish around the 
world

● Understanding “El Día de los Muertos” 
● Coco movie- Disney

● Christmas and New Year Celebrations 
in Spain and Mexico

● World Book Day 
Parallel Text - Snappy 

Spanish- “No puede ser 
possible” beginners 

reading resource
● “Escribir un poema” 

Task 
● Weather and climate in 

Spain/South American 
countries

● Juan Miró art project

● Schools in latin American 
countries- Teachers TV 

Resource “Bienvenido a Mexico” 
video

● Resources online, images of 
schools and classrooms in 
South American countries

● Find out about famous 
people in Spain, or 

throughout its history.
● Families in Spain and 

Mexico ; compare 
differences or similarities- 

how many children do 
families have on average, 

for example. 
● A day in the life of a pupil 

in a different country 
(compare daily routine + 

chores)

● Internet sources on housing in Mexico 
and Spain. 

● Show latin American countries- poverty, 
compare housing conditions. 

● Spain’s distribution of the main cities and 
towns- map of Spain, see where students 

know of

● Poem Study
● Songs, artists and music charts in 

Spain
● “Bailando” – Enrique Iglesias

● ¿Qué tipo de música te gusta? 
resources + sound files

● Introduce to students that there are 
age-appropriate films in Spanish on 

Netflix/Amazon Prime which they 
could watch in their own time. 

● Holidays- show students countries which 
speak Spanish (not just Spain/Mexico)

● Compare weather and climate with UK.
● When discussing Spain, show them the 

main cities and tourist areas beyond the 
Costas and traditional places where English 

tourists go.
● Gibraltar ?

● Look at Benidorm, other places frequented 
by British tourists, compare with 

Bilbao/Seville etc.

Languages at Work – BBC videos
Jonny Wilkinson / Emma Watson
Celebrities who speak Spanish

Spanish footballers + languages they speak 

Key Cultural events in Spain Olympics / 
Euros / World Cup

Spanish National Football Team

➤ ➤ ➤ P R O G R E S S I O N ➤ ➤ ➤

Opportunities
& Adaptations

Extension opportunities for more able students will 
be offered through ICT resources, as well as wider 

or further reading. 
Suggestions include: Mary Glasgow 
Magazines/Textbooks/Parallel Texts

Linguascope / Languagesonline
Reading Corner in classrooms

Encourage students to think of 
ideas/vocabulary that is unusual- 

promote independence with dictionary 
skills.

Encourage imagination – e.g.: ordering 
food in a café, students could order a 
disgusting meal, they could come up 
with problems to do with the food or 
service, they can practice speaking 

using different emotions (bored, 
excited, scared, etc).

Start to draw from memory- can 
students recall vocabulary in speaking 
and writing situations without notes?

Direct students to apps which can 
support their learning and websites- 

Duolingo, www.languagesonline.org.uk 

Role-plays – learn off by heart and perform to 
the class or record on phones/video recorders. 

Allow students to use pictures/drawings and talk 
over the video if they are uncomfortable with 
performing on camera or in front of others.

Take away scaffolding and encourage more able 
students to speak more spontaneously and have 

more ‘natural’ conversations. 

More able students will be challenged through ICT opportunities – 
websites and apps introduced in Year 7 will be continued and 

students directed towards the Year 8 resources.

Use of Linguascope and Quizlet to practise and reinforce 
vocabulary will be promoted for all students. 

KOs will have extension vocabulary and “fancy phrases” on for 
more able students 

Students write a resume of the listening – give 
them 3-4 points to cover (similar to A Level 

listening task).

Independent listening – challenge students to listen 
to material that is authentic, such as news in slow 
Spanish and make a note of 5 new words, write a 
summary of what they have understood (in TL or 

English).

Watch videos – either authentic ones or those that 
are made for MFL – students answer 

comprehension questions or summarise the video. 

Take away the pictures/book/any 
scaffolding. Students make a note of 

everything they hear.

Bonus points for extra information, 
especially on the 2nd listening – 1 point 
for an opinion that you hear, one point 

for an adjective (check that these things 
are actually in the transcript!)

Transcribe everything you hear – this is 
great for grammar practice as well. If 

students have access to laptops, 
earphones and you can share listening 

tasks, this is a great independent 
activity. Once they have transcribed, 

they can also either improve the text by 
rewriting it with more opinions, 

adjectives, changing the tense, etc or 
they can translate it into English.

Allow students opportunity to access appropriate GCSE past paper 
questions- in order to build their confidence ahead of subject options 
choices (show them that KS4 is a natural progression and not to be 

perceived as too difficult!)
Focus more on LISTENING Skills at this stage and increasing their 

confidence in extracting longer pieces of information.
Try to move away from “comprehension” style listenings, and doing 

Listenings in different ways. 

o dual language texts

o translation at word level

o translation at sentence level

o extended reading

o analysis of phonics

o analysis of structures

o focus on range

o focus on PIE: proverbs, idioms and expressions

o focus on PROFS: past, reasons, opinions, future, subjunctive

o focus on written and spoken accuracy

o focus on literal translation

o focus on linking the written & the spoken word

o focus on memorisation

Allow students opportunity to access GCSE past 
paper questions- build confidence ahead of subject 

options choices. 
Increase spontaneous speaking and speaking 

without using notes.
Taking part in longer conversations.

Debating- giving pros and cons of learning 
languages/discussing topical issues such as 

smoking and alcohol. 

Spontaneous Speaking
Identify difference between formal and informal 

conversations 
Using exclamations 
Describing a photo

Taking part in a role-play
o translation at word level

o translation at sentence level

o analysis of phonics

o analysis of structures

o focus on spoken accuracy

o focus on literal translation

o focus on linking the written & the spoken 
word

o focus on linking to other languages

o focus on memorisation

Assessment

Baseline language assessment
K.O and grammar mastery – ½ 

termly 
End of term Listening + Speaking 

K.O and grammar mastery 
– ½ termly 

End of term Reading + 
Writing

K.O and grammar mastery
End of Year Assessment  - all 4 

skills 
K.O and grammar mastery – ½ termly K.O and grammar mastery – ½ 

termly 
K.O and grammar mastery 

– ½ termly K.O and grammar mastery – ½ termly K.O and grammar mastery – ½ 
termly 

K.O and grammar mastery – ½ 
termly

SPANISH Excellence; for each, for all



⇜Key Stage 3

Year 10 Year 11 Key Stage 5 ⇝

Autumn Spring Summer Autumn Spring Summer

Holidays

School

Family, Friends and 
Socialising

Leisure and Free Time

Local Area

Customs and Celebrations

Future Aspirations

Bringing the world together
Revision Revision and Examinations

Core
Knowledge

Core GCSE Skills
Theme: Local Area, Holiday and 
Travel
Sub- Topic: Travel and tourism

- Holiday Destinations
- Travel and Accommodation
- Ordering in a restaurant
- Past, Future and Ideal Holiday 

Plans

Theme: School
Sub- Topic: School activities 

- School subjects and 
preferences

- Opinions
- Uniform and rules
- Differences between UK and 

Spanish schools
- Comparisons with primary 

school

Core GCSE Skills
Theme: Identity and Culture
Sub- Topic: Cultural life 
 Relationships with family and 
friends
- What makes a good friend
- Making arrangements to go out
- Keeping in touch with friends and   
family
- Reading

Theme: Identity and Culture 
Sub- Topic: Cultural life
- Talking about hobbies and leisure
- Music, Television and Film 
- Sport
- Plans for the weekend
- Role models 

Theme: Local Area, Holiday and 
Travel
Sub- Topic: Town, Region and 
Country

- Describing where you live
- Local area
- Finding out tourist information
- Shopping for clothes and 

presents

Theme: Identity and Culture 
Sub- Topic: Cultural life

- Talking about food and meals
- Describing festivals and 

traditions
- Describing family celebrations

Theme 4: Future aspirations, study 
and work
Sub- Topic: Jobs, Ambitions and 
Using Languages beyond the 
Classroom

- Ideal jobs
- Future career plans
- Jobs other people do
- Future hopes and wishes
- Discussing the importance of 

languages

Theme: International and global 
dimension 
Sub- Topic 1: Environmental 
issues / Bringing the world 
together 

- The environment
- Types of houses
- Global issues
- Volunteering and helping 

others.

Revision of all 5 Themes
- Examination Skills 
- Speaking Examination
- Preparation and Practice

Revision of all 5 Themes
- Examination Skills 
- Speaking Examination
- Preparation and Practice

Concepts

Understanding the GCSE 
Specification and Assessment

Retrieval Practice Activities - build on 
KS3 Knowledge
Speaking Focus- Phonics Revision
General Conversation
Speaking 
Foundation + Higher: Describing a 
photo
Listening
Foundation: Identifying key 
vocabulary
Higher: Listening for “traps” and 
eliciting meaning

Writing
Foundation – translation of photo 
and 40 word task
Higher – 90 word task and 
translation into Spanish
Speaking
General Conversation
Photo Card
Reading
Foundation: Improving technique in 
extracting information from texts
Higher: Translation into English

Speaking
Role-Play
Photo Card
Writing
Foundation: sentence translation + 
90 word essay
Higher: 90 word essay

Listening
Foundation + Higher: Improving 
Confidence
Sound-Spelling Links
Reading
Foundation + Higher: Exam 
technique

Exam techniques for Writing

Speaking Examination
“Masterclasses”

Writing: Essay Practice

Grammar (verbs and tenses)

Writing
Foundation: 40 word essay
Higher: 90 + 150 word essays
Listening
Foundation + Higher: Answering in 
Spanish
Reading
Foundation + Higher:
Answering in Spanish
Speaking
RP, PC, GC

Examinations

Exemplars or
Key Questions?

➤ ➤ ➤ ➤ ➤ ➤

Assessment End of unit assessment
Photo Card

Listening + Reading Paper

End of unit assessment
40 word essay

Role Play
Translation

End of unit assessment

Year 10 Mock
End of unit assessment

Year 11 Mock
Examinations Examinations

EDEXCEL 
GCSE SPANISH

PAPER 1: 
Listening
30 minutes 
(Foundation)

40 minutes 
(Higher)

PAPER 2:
Speaking
7-9 minutes
(Foundation)

10-12 minutes
(Higher)

PAPER 3:
Reading
45 minutes
(Foundation)

60 minutes
(Higher)

PAPER 4:
Writing
70 minutes
(Foundation)

80 minutes
(Higher)

SPANISH Excellence; for each, for all



⇜Key Stage 4

Year 12 Year 13 University ^ 
Employment ⇝

Autumn Spring Summer Autumn Spring Summer

 Traditional and modern values

Cyberspace

Gender equality

Influence of celebrity role models

Regional identity in Spain

Cultural heritage

Immigration 

Racism

 Integration

Young people as future citizens

Monarchies and dictatorships

Grass-roots movements
Exam preparation

Core
Knowledge

1.1 Changes is family structure

1.2 Attitudes towards marriage and divorce

1.3 The influence of the Catholic Church 

2.1 The influence of the Internet

2.2 Smartphones 

2.3 Social media: benefits and dangers

3.1 Women in the job market 

3.2 Male chauvinism and feminism

3.3 LGBT rights 

4.1 Singers and musicians

4.2 Film and TV stars

4.3 Models

5.1 Customs and traditions 

5.2 Gastronomy

5.3 Languages

6.1 Historical sites and pre-hispanic 
civilisations 

6.2 Art and architecture

6.3 Musical heritage and its diversity

1.1 Benefits and disadvantages of 
immigration

1.2 Immigration in the Hispanic world

1.3 Undocumented immigrants - problems

2.1 Racist and xebophobic attitudes

2.2 Strategies against racism

2.3 Anti-racism legislation

3.1 Cultural integration

3.2 Education

3.3 Religions

4.1 Young people’s political views: activism 
or indifference

4.2 Unemployment in young people

4.3 Your ideal society

5.1 Franco’s dictatorship

5.2 Evolution of Spanish monarchy

5.3 Latin American dictators

6.1 Success of protests and strikes

6.2 Unions’ power

6.3 Examples of social protests

Paper 1: Listening, Reading and Writing

Paper 2: Writing

Dosier de cine

Dosier de literatura

Paper 3: Speaking

Individual research project

Concepts

Verb tenses
Key Grammar Knowledge
Language Learning Skills

Verb tenses
Key Grammar Knowledge
Language Learning Skills

Verb tenses
Key Grammar Knowledge
Language Learning Skills

Exam Techniques

Verb tenses
Key Grammar Knowledge
Language Learning Skills

Exam Techniques

Verb tenses
Key Grammar Knowledge
Language Learning Skills

Exam Techniques

Revision Techniques
Exam Techniques

Exemplars or
Key Questions?

SAMs / Past Papers paper 1
SAMs / Past Papers paper 3

SAMs / Past Papers  paper 1
SAMs / Past Papers paper 3

SAMs / Past Papers paper 1
SAMs / Past Papers paper 2
SAMs / Past Papers paper 3

SAMs / Past Papers paper 1
SAMs / Past Papers paper 2
SAMs / Past Papers paper 3

SAMs / Past Papers paper 1
SAMs / Past Papers paper 2
SAMs / Past Papers paper 3

SAMs / Past Papers paper 1
SAMs / Past Papers paper 2
SAMs / Past Papers paper 3

➤ ➤ ➤ ➤ ➤ ➤

Opportunities
& Adaptations

Film Analysis:
Context 
Themes

Film Analysis:
Characters

Narrative Structure

Film and Text Analysis:
Stylistic Techniques

Text Analysis:
Context 
Themes

Text Analysis:
Characters

Narrative Structure

Vocabulary
Memrise AQA UNit 1
Memrise AQA UNit 2
Memrise AQA UNit 3

Memrise AQA UNit 4
Memrise AQA UNit 5

Memrise Film Analysis

Memrise AQA UNit 6
Memrise AQA UNit 1

Memrise Film Analysis

Memrise AQA UNit 2
Memrise AQA UNit 3
Memrise AQA UNit 4

Memrise Text Analysis

Memrise AQA UNit 5
Memrise AQA UNit 6

Memrise Text Analysis

Memrise AQA Paper 1
Memrise AQA Paper 2
Memrise AQA Paper 3

Assessment
End of unit assessments in reading, 

listening, speaking, writing and 
translation

End of unit assessments in reading, 
listening, speaking, writing and 

translation

End of unit assessments in reading, 
listening, speaking, writing and 
translation. Essay writing

End of Year Assessments

End of unit assessments in reading, 
listening, speaking, writing and 
translation.  Essay writing

Mock Exams

End of unit assessments in reading, 
listening, speaking, writing and 
translation. Essay writing

Mock Exams

Final Exams
Paper 1
Paper 2
Paper 3

SPANISH Excellence; for each, for all


